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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR AN AIRBORNE
WINDSHEAR DETECTION RADAR
Hughes Aircraft Company
An airborne radar can be used to provide reliable forward
looking windshear detection. The radar uses a direct measure of
wind velocity to determine the hazard F-factor and issue a warning
to the pilot. The radar measures wind velocity as a function of range
and determines the presence of windshear if there is an abrupt
change in wind direction over a short range interval. This change in
wind direction is recognized by the radar as a distinct S-shaped
curve in the range-velocity domain. The NASA windshear simulation
has been used to verify the radar's ability to detect this S-shaped
windshear curve.
In order to provide a useful alert to the pilot, the radar must
provide at least 15-20 seconds of warning and provide this warning
with a very low false alarm rate. In addition, the radar must have
adequate range to penetrate the windshear to enough depth to
discriminate dangerous shears from benign shears. Scan-to-scan
correlation logic may be employed to lower the false alarm rate. The
overall design issues involved in specifying a radar to detect
windshear include its frequency, transmitter power, antenna
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Status of General Motors Hughes Electronics Research
Questions and Answers
Q: SUSAN KIM (Boeing) - You mentioned your goal is a targeted false alarm/nuisance
rate of 1 per 10,000 flight. How do you plan to test/verify/achieve this rate?
A: BRIAN GALLAGHER (Delco) - We plan to achieve the rate through the discrimination
techniques that we are developing which primarily rely on the horizontal temperature
gradient. For example, angular size would be an important means of discriminating cold
fronts, gust fronts, things that are non threatening. As far as verifying that, or testing that,
that's a good question. I'll give you a pat answer. This is per discussions that we had
with the FAA Los Angeles Certification Office. The answer is primarily through systems'
simulations with "sufficient data to support the integrity of the simulation model." The
question is what is sufficient data. And that data will be collected through flight tests and
in-service evaluations that are being planned.
Q: SUSAN KIM (Boeing) - How do you define a false alarm?
A: BRIAN GALLAGHER (Delco) - Another word for a false alarm is a false alert. It's an
alert which occurs when the design wind shear threshold conditions do not exist. An
example that I could give is an atmospheric temperature gradient that emulates or masks or
emulates a microburst without any turbulence whatsoever. Those things do exist out there
and as a result we're going to have nonperfect systems.
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